Premium Package (99€/month)
www.triple-funds.com
You want to access new funding opportunities and
donors for your development projects? And you also
need individual assistance in proposal writing as you
might have limited experience (or time) on how to
write a successful application?
Our Premium Package gives you support in both areas: first, we provide you with over 4,000 grant opportunities and donor profiles as to identify suitable calls
for proposals and donors. Second, we help you with
writing your proposals. We can either write a proposal from scratch or review an existing one.
Specifically, this package includes:
(1) Access to TripleFunds:
- over 1,400+ funding opportunities in our grants database (new grants are added daily)
- over 2,400+ donor profiles in our donor database

(new donors are added daily)
- 40+ resource guides on various fundraising topics
such as funding from embassies, donor mappings for
various countries such as Uganda, Romania, Colombia etc.
(4) 14+ live and recorded webinars as well as audio
presentations of past webinars such as: How to apply
to USAID and DFID, How to get grants from German
and Swiss Foundations, Embassy funding etc.
(2) Proposal reviews: you send us your draft proposal and we advise you on how to improve the application (we add comments in the word document for
all sections of the proposal). Alternatively, we can also
write a new proposal from scratch (max. 10 pages) or
carry out a donor mapping or prospect research (we
screen 500,000 donors for you and select the best 40
matches).

6 Months Package

12 Months Package

- 6 months access to TripleFunds
- 3 Proposal Reviews

- 12 months access to TripleFunds
- 6 Proposal Reviews

Alternatively, you can adjust your package with:
1 donor mapping (instead of 3 proposal reviews) OR
1 new proposal (instead of 3 proposal reviews)
You will receive individual support from the fundraising experts
of TripleMinds: an innovative group of development experts
who have over 15 years experience in fundraising and implementing projects worldwide.
Together we have successfully raised over €50 million in the nonprofit field for numerous international projects from a wide variety of government agencies, foundations, and institutional donors.

This package is suitable for:
(1) non-profit organisations of any size working across all sectors of humanitarian aid and development (i.e. local or international non-governmental organisations, community-based organisations, civil society organisations, associations, trusts, foundations, funds);
(2) for-profit organisations of any size with social business ventures that generate impact in developing countries or emerging markets (i.e. social entrepreneurs and companies with CSR initiawww.triple-funds.com
tives);
office@triple-funds.com
and (3) individuals looking for scholarships or fellowships
Austria, Vienna
who need individually tailored support in identifying high prospect donors and writing successful grant applications.

Individual support for your organisation
This package offers fundraising support on a one-to-one basis as the experienced TripleMinds consultants work with
you individually on:

Proposal writing

Donor mapping

We have over 15 years experience in writing proposals for public and private donors like USAID, DFID,
EC, or foundations both in Europe and the US. You
can chose from the following services:

In a first step, we ask you to fill in our prospect research questionnaire (4 pages) which allows us to get
a good understanding of your organisation. You are
required to fill in details about your organisation (i.e.
mission, activities) and which donors you are interested in (i.e. which countries, sectors, types such as foundations, governments etc., grant and donor sizes, nationality of donors etc.). Once received, we arrange a
Skype call with you to clarify any open questions.
Then we carry out the research and screen ~500,000
donors from various databases, foundation directories, annual reports of similar organisations and other
sources. The output is a document with 40 high potential donors for your organisation (app. 20 pages)
including: name, address, website, thematic focus and
application procedure.

- Proposal review: you send us an existing proposal
and we add comments in the text on how you can
improve and brush up the proposal (i.e. we add comments on the problem statement, the impactoutcome-output formulation, the proposed activities,
sustainability, Value for Money, cross cutting issues
such as gender or environment, the budget etc.)
- New proposal: we write a new proposal for you from
scratch (you need to provide us with the basic ideas
such as organisational profile, activities or beneficiaries). The page limit is 10 pages.

“TripleMinds did a very thorough and concise mapping which identified excellent potential partners, as well as targeted information about each partner that was very much of interest and relevant for us . They also reviewed some of our proposals and
identified how we can better present ourselves to partners, how we can more convincingly argue our case .”
Humana Spain, August 2018

HOW TO REGISTER

PRICE

Online Payment (credit card, PayPal): open
payment link here, enter your billing details, pay
with credit card or PayPal and get immediate access.

The price is 99€/month and the membership duration is either:

Offline payment (bank transfer, Western Union): send us an email to office@tripleminds.com, we send you an invoice and activate
your account upon receipt of payment.

- 6 months: total amount due at subscription is
594€
- 12 months: total amount due at subscription is
1,188€
The packages entails 5 different user accounts.

Contact details
Silvia Weninger (Co-founder and Senior
Consultant)
www.triple-funds.com
www.triple-minds.com
silvia.weninger@triple-minds.com
Phone: +43 650 995 20 76
Rossbruck 1, 3917 St. Martin, Austria

